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Introduction
Discrete count data abounds in a variety of scientific fields such 

as epidemiology, medicine, biology, and in a number of clinical trial 
settings [1,2]. For example, in the field of dental caries, we work with 
the popular DMFT/DMFS index [3] that counts the total number 
of decayed (D), missing (M) and filled (F) tooth(T)/surfaces(S) for 
the whole mouth. A common feature of these data is the presence 
of ‘overdispersion’ when fitting a Poisson (P) distribution, in the 
sense that the sample variance is larger than the sample mean, and  

 
hence the well-known “unit variance to mean ratio” is violated.  
Overdispersion is caused due to several factors, such as unobserved 
heterogeneity, missing covariates, or correlation among repeated 
or longitudinal measures. These count responses can also be 
characterized by excessive observations at one end of the ordering, 
typically, zeroes [4]. In caries DMFS, these zeros represent the cases 
where one does not observe any disease. Modeling strategies that 
account for overdispersion and excess zeroes continue to remain 
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Abstract
Count data abounds in various epidemiological, biological, or clinical settings, and are routinely analyzed using a Poisson or 

Negative Binomial distribution. The ability to accurately analyze and interpret such data remains an important area of research. In 
dental caries epidemiology, the DMFT/S index, which is the total number of (D)decayed, (M)issuing and (F)filled (T)teeth, or (S)
surfaces, stands out as the single most important marker to quantify overall caries experience. However, while analyzing tooth-
level caries responses, we often observe an excess of lower and upper bounded count values, such as 0, and accounting for these 
excess values remains a key component in selecting the most appropriate biostatistical modeling strategy. The aim of this paper 
is to compare the effectiveness of Binomial (B), Beta-Binomial (BB), and 2-part Hurdle- Binomial (HB) mixed effects models in 
analyzing tooth-level dental caries data derived from a clinical study of Type-2 diabetic Gullah speaking Africans residing in the 
coastal South Carolina (SC) sea-islands. All analyses were conducted using the SAS NLMIXED procedure which provides for flexible 
model specification allowing for direct fitting of more intricate models such as the BB, 2-part HB model, and other such models for 
which standard SAS functions do not exist, but for which a likelihood function is known. Our analysis found the BB mixed-effects 
model to be the most effective. Analysis reveal that for every 1-year increase in age, there is a 4.9% increase (p<0.05) in the mean 
probability of obtaining an additional DMFS. Furthermore, there is a decrease of 84.6%, 96.9%, and 94.2% (p < 0.05 for all three), 
respectively for premolars, canines and incisors, in the expected probability of an additional DMFS, compared to the molars. Results 
from this analysis should provide interesting insights into assessing complex covariate-response relationships in dental caries and 
should provide some guideline into effective statistical model choices. 
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an important area of statistical research, particularly in oral 
epidemiology. Often, one may choose to use a Negative Binomial 
(NB) regression [5] to model full mouth (Poisson distributed) DMFS 
to tackle overdispersion. In situations of excess zeros, the zero-
inflated (ZI) model as proposed by Lambert [6] is widely used in 
oral health studies [7]. In the ZI framework, the probability of being 
an excess zero is modeled through a mixture distribution allowing 
greater weight to be placed on the probability of observing a zero 
count [8]. A very nice review on applications of the ZI model to full-
mouth DMFT/DMFS data, and some recommendations appear in 
Preisser et al. [9]. When modeling ZI, it is of utmost importance 
to consider the latent process for which the value of zero was 
attained. As an example, when considering the DMFT/DMFS for 
any population, there might be some tooth/surfaces which might 
remain potentially ‘disease-free’, while others are ‘disease free’ for 
the present and might have developed caries earlier but the lesions 
are no- longer active or are prone to develop carious lesions in 
the future. Those zeros arising from tooth/surfaces that are never 
truly at any risk are known as ‘structural zeros’, while zeros arising 
from tooth/surfaces potentially at risk contributes to ‘sampling 
zeros’ [4]. Within many data analysis problems, one can assume a 
latent process (which needs to be estimated) that divides the entire 
set of zeros into the structural and sampling components. The ZI 
modeling is often more advantageous if a dataset contains both 
these types of zeros, since the probabilities of both these types of 

zeros are modeled separately [8]. In cases with only an excess of 
sampling zeros, Hurdle(H) models proposed by Mullahy [10] are 
more appropriate. In contrast to the mixture setup in a ZI model, the 
H model is essentially a 2-part model, with the first part modeling a 
binary response, and the second part modeling a truncated-at-zero 
distribution, such as the P, NB, etc. This modeling strategy allows 
for differentiation between the process generating the zeroes, and 
that generating all other count values. Although the DMFT/DMFS 
indices has withstood the test of time as the prime endpoints 
of caries assessment, it comes with its own set of limitations. 
Aggregative in nature, it provides a summary caries index for the 
whole mouth, ignoring the details at the tooth, or tooth-surface 
level. Motivated by data generated from a clinical study of a Type-2 
diabetic population [11], the objective of this paper is to conduct 
caries assessment at the ‘tooth-level’ considering the tooth-level 
DMFS count as the response for each tooth clustered within a 
subject and quantify its association with important covariables also 
collected in the study. Note, the tooth-level DMFS responses will 
now vary from 0 to 4, or 5, depending on the tooth-location, as in 
(Figure 1). For the anterior teeth (incisors and canines), each tooth 
contributes 4 surfaces, while the non-anterior ones (pre-molars 
and molars) contribute 5 surfaces per tooth. Here, we follow the 
DM5S convention [12], i.e., if a tooth is missing, we consider all the 
surfaces to be missing. Henceforth, any reference to DMFS in this 
manuscript means ‘tooth-level’ DMFS.

Figure 1: Density histograms of tooth-level DMFS by tooth-type.
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Materials and Methods
Samples

All 282 participants in this dataset were part of a study 
conducted at the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC), 
located at Charleston, SC, on assessing the periodontal health 
status of Type-2 diabetic Gullah-speaking African-Americans [11]. 
The Gullah are a direct descendant population of rice plantation 
enslaved Africans from West Africa [13]. Gullah refers to several 
things: language, people, and a culture. The study received IRB 
approval at the Medical University of South Carolina (HR # 
10637). Patients were recruited as part of Project SUGAR [14] via 
advertisements at health fairs, medical and dental clinics, in and 
around the Charleston, SC area.

Measurements

Our response variable is the DMFS count per tooth, with a total 
of 28 teeth per individual (excluding the third molars) for each of 
the 282 participants within this dataset. The upper bound for each 
subject’s DMFS was considered to be 4 or 5, depending on the tooth’s 
location within the mouth. In addition, the socio-demographic and 
behavioral variables that were collected were Age at inspection 
(mean=55.5, variance=10.9), Gender (74.4% female), Smoking 
Status (30.0% current/previous smokers), and an indicator variable 
for HbA1c status, coded as 1 for subjects with HbA1c 6.5% defined 
as poorly controlled Type-2 diabetes, T2D (61.6% of individuals) 
by the American Diabetes Association, and 0 for well-controlled. 
Among the covariates, we also include indicators of tooth-types, 
i.e., if the tooth is a canine, premolar, or molar (considering incisor 
as the baseline). Note, the current work is a secondary statistical 
analysis looking only on the caries responses among the Gullah 
subjects in a dataset that was generated primarily to study the 
incidence of T2D, and its association to periodontal disease.

Statistical Analysis

 From (Figure 1), our data appears to be distributed as a 
Binomial, with an upper bound of 5, and likely contains an excess 
of zeroes from the healthy teeth. Because our motivating dataset 
is somewhat homogenous (all Type-2 diabetic, Gullah-speaking 
African Americans, with no controls), the zeroes are considered to 
be ‘sampling’ zeroes. With our goal for better understanding the 
effectiveness of various modeling strategies for the DMFS responses 
in the context of ‘excess’ sampling zeroes and/or overdispersion, 
we will look at three separate models, viz., the Binomial (B), Beta-
Binomial (BB), and 2-part Hurdle-Binomial (HB) models. More 
details on these models appear in [15]. From (Figure 1), we can 
expect the analysis using the basic B model (with random effects 
accounting for clustering) will perform worse as compared to the 
BB and the HB models, because the B model cannot handle excess 
zeros, or overdispersion. What is interesting is to quantify the 
extent to which our BB and HB models provide a better fit to our 
data, and which modeling strategy appears to provide a superior fit. 
Furthermore, the covariate- response relationship for determining 

caries status will be conducted by connecting the important 
covariables to the tooth-level DMFS response via. suitable link 
functions.

We begin by examining the statistical background of the BB 
model. Let Y be a random variable that denotes a bounded count 
response (i.e., the DMFS), with y being our observed value of the 
count. Define ( ) ( )ij ij ijf y P Y y= =  to be the probability mass function for 
Y, corresponding to the ith individual and the jth tooth. In our Beta-
Binomial specification, our distribution is defined by ( ) ( ),ij ij ijf y Bin n θ= , 
where ijθ  is drawn from the Beta distribution, i.e., ~ ( , )ij ij ijBeta a bθ  . Next, 
one parameterizes ija  and ijb  as using *ij ija µ φ=  and (1 )*ijb µ φ= − ,where φ  
is an unknown, but estimable, dispersion parameter and ( )ij ijE Yµ = . 
The data covariates are then connected to the true response Y via 
a link function (e.g., logit) on ijµ . For the B model, one can simply 
connect the covariates via a logit link on ijθ . For our HB model, 
we consider the data generated from two independent processes, 
with the modeling of zeros being done initially, followed by the 
truncated-at-zero Binomial distribution for all counts greater than 
zero. The HB distribution is generally defined aswhere, 
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 ijp  is the probability of a zero, and 1 ijp−  is the probability 
of crossing the Hurdle, or the probability of observing a non-
zero count, and ( )ijf y  is the distribution function of the Binomial 
specification as described earlier. Once again, similar to the BB 
model, we can connect the covariates to ijµ  through a logit link. We 
can estimate ijp  from the dataset or connected to the covariates 
via. a logit link function. Note, in all these models, we will consider 
a subject-level random effect term Ui to control for the effect of 
heterogeneity due to clustered observations for subject i. Ui now 
follows a normal distribution with an unknown (but estimable) 
variance, i.e., 2~ ( , )i N oU σ . The U behaves as a subject-specific intercept 
term for each subject i. Due to the specific data structure, and the 
lack of inbuilt distributions (such as the BB, or the H models), we 
resort to the power of the NLMIXED procedure in SAS [16] for all our 
data analysis. The NLMIXED procedure allows for the maximization 
of any distribution for which the log- likelihood can be defined 
using the ‘general ()’ function within the MODEL statement. The 
immense flexibility provided via this function allows for the 2-part 
or mixture modeling, such as the H models, as well as more intricate 
distributions, such as the Beta-Binomial to be fit and maximum 
likelihood (ML) parameter estimates to be obtained. The NLMIXED 
code for this analysis can be requested from the first author.

Results
Model comparisons

To evaluate the effectiveness of the competing models, and to 
determine which one provides the best fit to the DMFS dataset, we 
compare the deviance and the AIC/BIC criterion (where a lower 
value indicates a superior fit). From (Figure 1), it is apparent that 
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there are a large amount of excess zero values, further supporting 
the use of an HB (or 2-part) model. Additionally, the presence of a 
significant amount of DMFS values at 4 and 5 might be suggestive of 
overdispersion, which can be tackled via the BB model. From (Table 
1), it is clear that the B model provides the worst fit among the 3 
models in terms of all the three criteria. The values are significantly 
greater than the HB model, and almost twice that of the BB model. 
The poor fit presented by the B model is not surprising. A closer look 
into the DMFS histogram in (Figure 1) reveal that the fundamental 
properties of the Binomial distribution are violated, and the real 
data has far greater number of zeroes, as well as the extremes (4 
and 5) as expected under the B model. Even, the inclusion of random 
effects (supposed to accommodate model heterogeneity) failed to 
provide any improvement to the fit statistics. From (Table 1), we 
conclude that the overall model fit provided by the BB model (with 
the subject- specific random effect) is the best across all 3 criteria. 
Although the BB model does not address the source and extent of 

the excess zeroes as much as the HB model, the BB model allows 
for the additional heterogeneity via the dispersion parameter, 
coupled with the inclusion of the subject-specific random effects. 
The HB model with bivariate random effects having two random- 
effect terms, one from the modeling of ijp  and the other from ijθ ) 
provided significantly better model fit, compared to the B model. 
The preference of the BB, or the HB model over the B model stems 
directly from data overdispersion, an issue which the B model is 
unable to accommodate. The overall superior fit provided by the BB 
model compared to the HB model can be attributed to some extent 
to the over-dispersed counts at both the lower ( iiin  = 0) and upper 
( iiin  = 4, 5) levels within our data. Although the HB model provides 
an adequate method to capture the zero count values presented, it 
does not appear to adequately handle the large number of counts at 
the 4 and 5 level, as where the BB model capable of accounting for 
overdispersion as a whole does not identify a specific count value 
as the source of the overdispersion.

Table 1: Model fit statistics for each of our fitted models.

Fit Statistics

Models Deviance AIC BIC

Binomial (without RE) 32608 32624 32679

Binomial (with RE) 26320 26338 26370

Beta-Binomial (without RE) 16592 16610 16672

Beta-Binomial (with RE) 15332 15342 15378

Hurdle-Binomial (without RE) 20859 20891 21002

Hurdle-Binomial (one RE) 19928 19962 20023

Hurdle-Binomial (bivariate RE) 18667 18705 18773

Parameter Estimates and Interpretation
(Table 2) reports the parameter estimates, their corresponding 

standard errors and 95% confidence intervals (CI) resulting from 
the model fit for the best fitting models under each of the 3 model 
classes: B, BB and HB. These are the B (with random effect), BB 
(with random effects), and the HB (with bivariate random effects). 
For the B and the BB models, the estimates for the covariates can 
be interpreted as the increase (or decrease) in the odds of the 
mean probability of observing an additional DMFS surface within a 

tooth, controlling for all other covariates and subject-level random 
effects, at the 0.05 level. However, interpretation of covariates in 
the HB model are more complex. There, one would have 2 sets 
of covariates; one that would explain association of observing a 
0-count, while the other explains the association, conditional on 
crossing the hurdle of having at least one caries count. Although the 
BB model is the clear winner, we summarize our findings regarding 
the covariate associations and interpretations from these 3 models 
below.

Table 2: Parameter estimates, standard errors (in parenthesis), and 95% Confidence Intervals for the 3 competing models. Est. = 
Estimates, SE = Standard Errors, LCL = Lower 95% confidence limit, and UCL = Upper 95% confidence limit. H denotes the Binary 
regression (before crossing the Hurdle), while TB denotes the Truncated Binomial regression fitting for the HB model. Note, for the 
B and BB models, there is no truncation at 0; parameter estimates need to be interpreted accordingly.

 Hurdle Binomial Binomial Beta Binomial 

Parameters Est. (SE) LCL UCL Est. (SE) LCL UCL Est. (SE) LCL UCL

H-Age 0.963 (0.007) 0.949 0.978       

H-Female 0.899 (0.171) 0.563 1.235       

H-HbA1c 1.255 (0.202) 0.858 1.652       

H-Smoker 0.842 (0.144) 0.559 1.126       

H-Premolar 9.955 (0.938) 8.109 11.801       

H-Canine 63.867 (7.805) 48.501 79.233       
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H-Incisor 37.861 (3.854) 30.273 45.448       

TB-Age 1.05 (0.006) 1.038 1.062
1.045

(0.008) 
1.03 1.06

1.049

(0.007)
1.035 1.063

TB-Female 1.148 (0.171) 0.811 1.485
0.971

(0.183)
0.611 1.33

0.989

(0.210)
0.576 1.402

TB-HbA1c 0.835 (0.104) 0.631 1.039
0.905

(0.147)
0.617 1.194

0.887

(0.132)
0.629 1.146

TB-Smoker 1.021 (0.14) 0.745 1.296
1.045

(0.187)
0.677 1.414

1.109

(0.202)
0.712 1.506

TB-premolar 0.339 (0.017) 0.305 0.373
0.156

(0.006)
0.144 0.167

0.154

(0.010)
0.134 0.174

TB-canine 0.232 (0.021) 0.191 0.272
0.034

(0.002)
0.031 0.038

0.031

(0.003)
0.026 0.037

TB-Incisor 0.552 (0.037) 0.479 0.624
0.068

(0.003)
0.062 0.073

0.058

(0.004)
0.05 0.066

2
1σ 1.756 (0.179) 1.404 2.109       

2
2σ 1.68 (0.192) 1.303 2.058       

𝜌 -0.444 (0.038) -0.519 -0.37       

2σ    1.624 (0.147) 1.334 1.914 1.326 (0.143) 1.045 1.607

φ       0.506 (0.017) 0.472 0.539

Binomial (with RE)

With the inclusion of the subject level covariates age, gender, 
smoking and HbA1c, and tooth- level covariates of tooth-type, we 
observe significant association with respect to both age (p<0.05) 
and tooth types (p<0.05). Covariates that are not significant are 
not interpreted. From the resulting model estimates, for every 
1-year increase in age we would expect an approximate increase 
in the mean probability of observing an additional DMFS of 4.5%. 
Additionally, the expected probability of an additional DMFS 
was 84.4%, 96.6%, and 93.2% lower for premolars, canines, and 
incisors, compared to molars. The estimated variance component 
associated with our random effect Ui is significantly greater than 0 
(p<0.05) and quantifies the overall subject-level variability present 
within our dataset.

Beta-Binomial (with RE)

Similar to the B model above, the resulting parameter estimates 
for the BB model suggest a significant association between age, and 
tooth-location. Based on our estimates, for every 1-year increase 
in age, we would expect to see an increase in the mean probability 
of observing an additional DMFS of 4.9%. For tooth location, we 
expect a decrease of 84.6%, 96.9%, and 94.2% in the expected 

probability of an additional DMFS for premolars, canines, and 
incisors respectively, compared to molars. Based on the significance 
of our subject specific random effect estimate, we conclude that a 
significant amount of variability within our model can be attributed 
at the subject level. The estimate of  φ  (the dispersion parameter) 
is 0.506, which estimates the model overdispersion [( ) / ( 1)]ijnφ φ+ +  to 
be 2.99 for (for ijn  =4), and 3.66 for (for ijn  = 5). These values are 
indicative of substantial overdispersion.

Hurdle-Binomial (with bivariate RE)

Interpretation of the HB model is two-part. With respect to 
the likelihood of observing a 0-count value (i.e., failing to cross our 
hurdle), a significant association was observed with respect to age 
and tooth type. The model suggests that for every 1-year increase 
in age, subjects are 3.7% less likely of observing a zero count. 
However, compared to molars, the premolars, canines, and incisors 
were significantly more likely 995.5%, 6,386.7% and 3,786.1% 
more likely to observe a 0-count value. This clearly implies that 
the molars have a significantly low probability of remaining caries 
free, compared to the other tooth types. molars. With respect to the 
truncated binomial regression (which conditions on the fact that a 
non-zero carious count is observed), a significant association was 
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observed with respect to age and tooth type. An expected increase in 
the likelihood of an additional DMFS of 5% for every 1-year increase 
in age is observed, and premolars, canines, and incisors exhibit an 
expected decrease in the likelihood of observing an additional DMFS 
of 66.1%, 76.8%, and 44.8% respectively, compared to the molars. 
From the estimates of 2 2

1 2,σ σ  and σ  (the variance components and 
correlation parameter of the bivariate normal density assumed for 
the bivariate random effects); we conclude that a large amount of 
the model variability can be attributed at the subject level.

Discussion
The analysis of clustered count data with finite upper bounds 

that exhibits overdispersion, and excess zeros remains a complex 
statistical problem. This paper aims to illustrate the effectiveness of 
the B, BB, and HB models in modeling these types of data through 
application to a DMFS data on dental caries. Although initial raw 
data plots and the underlying disease progression mechanism 
pointed towards a Hurdle (2-part) model specification, empirical 
results contradicted our prior belief, and chose the BB model 
as the model of best fit. It is apparent that the preponderance of 
zeroes in any dataset does not immediately qualify for an “excess-
zero” modeling, via. the Hurdle or the ZI models as the case might 
be. Careful considerations should be made with respect to the 
appropriate model choice. The methodological issues discussed 
here should provide some guidance in the model building 
procedure. The authors recommend choosing the best model (from 
an a priori chosen class of models) through available goodness- of-
fit statistics, such as the deviance, AIC, BIC, etc. It is also important 
to note that the a priori chosen class of models to be fitted may 
vary with the dataset and its characteristics under consideration. 
For example, for this GAAD dataset, a higher proportion of carious 
molars is reflected in the shape of the histograms in (Figure 1), 
leading to possible binomial overdispersion better captured by the 
BB specification. The histogram features are expected to vary for a 
different caries data. This would lead to a new a priori chosen class 
of models for fitting. In a clinical context, this study throws new 
light into caries assessments. The rate of caries progression is not 
homogenous, and different regions of the mouth are susceptible to 
different degrees of carious lesions (such as, molars can be different 
than incisors). Our ‘tooth-level’ DMFS investigation can provide 
inference and prediction for each tooth at various locations inside 
the mouth, which are not possible using the popular full-mouth 
DMFT/DMFS measures. Our current motivating Gullah dataset 
records tooth-level DMFS counts cross-sectionally. In this context, 
dental clinical trials assessing caries progression can generate 
clustered-longitudinal tooth-level DMFS counts, and our proposals 
can be modified to handle longitudinal count data to evaluate the 
effect of possible interventions, in addition to modeling the entire 
longitudinal profile of each tooth from an arbitrary subject. This 
is a subject of future research and will be considered elsewhere, 
including large U.S. dental healthcare systems with longitudinal 
data repositories.
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